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Abstract

Preliminary studies performed with the cold bore superconducting undulator installed in the ANKA storage ring suggest that the beam heat load is mainly due to the electron wall bombardment. Low energy electrons (few eV) are accelerated by the electric field of the beam to the wall of the vacuum chamber, induce non-thermal outgassing from the cryogenic surface and heat the undulator. In this contribution we report on the design of a cold vacuum chamber for diagnostics to be installed in the ANKA storage ring and possibly in third generation light sources. The diagnostics implemented are: i) retarding field analyzers to measure the electron energy and flux, ii) temperature sensors to measure the total heat load, iii) pressure gauges, iv) and a mass spectrometer to measure the gas content. The aim of this device is to gain a deeper understanding on the heat load mechanisms to a cold vacuum chamber in a storage ring and find effective remedies. The outcome of the study is of relevance for the design and operation of cold bore superconducting insertion devices in synchrotron light sources.

EXPERIMENT VRS. THEORY

Possible beam heat load sources are: 1) synchrotron radiation, 2) resistive wall heating, 3) electron and/or ion bombardment, 4) RF effects.

Synchrotron radiation and resistive wall heating losses can be computed as shown in Refs. [1, 2]. In Table 1 are reported the values of the measured beam heat load onto the cold vacuum chambers of superconducting insertion devices installed at different synchrotron light sources: the ANKA undulator, and the DIAMOND and MAXII wigglers. The values of the beam heat load due to synchrotron radiation and resistive wall heating have been calculated for the different cold vacuum chambers and are compared in Table 1 with the measured values. The difference between beam heat load measured and calculated is not understood.

Table 1: Comparison of the beam heat load measured at different synchrotrons with the expected value due to the sum of synchrotron radiation and resistive wall heating losses. I is the stored average beam current and σt is the bunch length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pm (W)</th>
<th>Pth (W)</th>
<th>Pm − Pth (W)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANKA [2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I=100 mA</td>
<td>0.4-1</td>
<td>&lt; 0.085</td>
<td>0.3-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σt=10mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIAMOND [3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I=125 mA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>~ 0.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σt=5mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXII [1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I=200 mA</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>~ 0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σt=24mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INTRODUCTION

Superconductive insertion devices (IDs) have higher fields for a given gap and period length compared with the state of the art technology of permanent magnet IDs. This technological solution is very interesting for synchrotron light sources since it permits to increase the flux and/or the photon energy at relatively low costs. One of the key issues for the development of superconducting IDs is the understanding of the beam heat load to the cold vacuum chamber.
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Preliminary studies performed with the cold bore superconducting undulator installed in the ANKA storage ring suggest that the beam heat load is mainly due to the electron wall bombardment. Low energy electrons (few eV) are accelerated by the electric field of the beam to the wall of the vacuum chamber, induce non-thermal outgassing from the cryogenic surface and heat the undulator.
conducting undulator installed in the ANKA storage ring suggest that the beam heat load is also due to the electron wall bombardment [2]. Low energy electrons (few eV) are repelled by the electric field of the beam to the wall of the vacuum chamber, induce non-thermal outgassing from the cryogenic surface and heat the undulator. If the bombarding electrons acquire enough energy, they produce secondary electrons when they hit the chamber wall, which in turn are accelerated by the electric field normal to the surface. These electrons may bombarding another surface and emit secondary electrons. If the appropriate combination of surface properties and electric fields are fulfilled, this bouncing back and forth between surfaces develops an electron multiplication, or multipacting effect. In the field free regions of accelerators, the electric field producing the multipacting is provided by the beam, so that the two components influencing the electron accumulation are the beam and the chamber surface characteristics [4].

The existence of low energy electrons bombarding the wall of the room temperature vacuum chamber in the ANKA storage ring has been proved using as a pick up a clearing electrode installed in the ring. Biasing the electrode with negative bias the electrons are repelled from it, while biasing it with positive bias the low energy electrons filling the beam pipe are collected. The electron flux measured at the clearing electrode with a beam current of 100 mA, beam energy of 2.5 GeV and 10 mm long electron bunches is $1.6 \times 10^{14} \text{el/s m}^2$ [5]. The electron flux needed to explain the beam heat load due to electron bombardment in the undulator cold bore is four orders of magnitude higher, namely $2.2 \times 10^{18} \text{el/s m}^2$ [2]. The main difference between the 4.2 K and 300 K regions is the surface of the vacuum chamber. At 300 K the metallic vacuum chamber presents an oxide layer, while at 4.2 K a layer of cryosorbed molecules loosely bound by Van der Waals forces. The surface properties for such a cryosorbed gas layer, as secondary electron yield, photoemission yield, photoemission induced electron energy distribution, are needed in the simulation codes to determine the eventual occurrence and size of an electron-cloud build-up. These surface properties are to the authors knowledge only partly been measured for a cryosorbed gas layer. The beam heat load due to the electron cloud $P_{el}$ is roughly given by:

$$P_{el} = \Delta W \cdot \dot{N}, \quad (1)$$

where $\Delta W$ is the energy increase of one electron due to the kick by a bunch and $\dot{N}$ is the number of electrons hitting the wall per unit time. Thus, it seems to the authors that the best approach to understand the problem would be a direct measurement of the total beam heat load $P$ and of the electron cloud flux $\dot{N}$ and energy $\Delta W$ to the walls of a vacuum chamber at cryogenic temperatures.

A COLD VACUUM CHAMBER FOR DIAGNOSTICS

With the above considerations in mind and in order to understand the still unexplained data of beam heat load onto cold vacuum chambers in the different synchrotron machines, it would be useful to have a dedicated experiment to measure the heat load, the pressure, the gas composition, and the electron energy and flux of the electrons bombarding the wall in a cold vacuum chamber. This could be performed at ANKA where there is an ongoing R&D program for superconducting insertion devices. This COLD vacuum chamber for DIAGnostics (COLDDIAG) is planned to be installed in one of the short straight sections of the ANKA storage ring shown in Fig. 1. A sketch of the planned diagnostics is shown in Fig. 2. The cryostat will be:

- A cryogen-free system. Operating temperature 4 K, with the possibility to operate at higher temperatures up to 300K.
- The cryostat will have two vacuum systems: a ultra high vacuum (UHV) for the inner vacuum chamber where the electron beam goes through, and an insulation vacuum for the outer shells between the 4 K and 50 K and between the 50 K and 300 K shields.
- The inner vacuum chamber will be removable in order to test different geometries and materials. This will allow the installation of the cryostat in other synchrotron light sources.
- For the measuring time at ANKA the gap of the inner vacuum chamber should be fixed to a value compatible with ANKA user operation (25mm).

Figure 1: Location of possible installation of COLDDIAG in the ANKA storage ring.

![Figure 1: Location of possible installation of COLDDIAG in the ANKA storage ring.](image-url)
A solenoid to be wound around the 4 K vacuum chamber with circular cross section is foreseen in order to suppress the electron cloud [6].

RF bridges will be implemented in the transition region of the electron beam vacuum chamber between 300 K and 4 K.

The diagnostics should include:

- Heat load measurement with temperature sensors calibrated with heating wire.
- Electron energy distribution measurement with calibrated retarding field analyser. The retarding field analyser can be calibrated at INFN, Frascati.
- Possibility to inject gases and control the surface coverage with temperature.
- Possibility to warm up the system (heating wire) and estimate the amount of desorbed gas.
- Pressure measurements with calibrated total pressure gauges and calibrated residual gas analyser. The pressure gauges and residual gas analyser can be calibrated at CERN.

As shown in Fig. 2 two room temperature sections provided with the same diagnostics as the cold section are foreseen: one upstream and one downstream. This will allow to observe the influence of synchrotron radiation onto the beam heat load and to make a direct comparison of the cryogenic and room temperature regions.
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